
Week 9 Skits 

Group 1 

Dirty Dishes 

Description 

The counselor (played by a kid) walks on the stage with a big pot, sets it down on a table along 

with a spoon or ladle, and sets up a "Back in 5 min" sign before walking offstage. 

 

A camper comes along, eyes the pot, grabs the spoon and takes a big, messy slurp. Eyes wide, 

he/she grabs a friend from offstage and stresses how important it is that they try this awesome 

tasting soup.  

 

This keeps happening, each new person getting another to try the soup. Each kid can show a 

reaction indicating they like the taste (rubbing their belly, saying “Yum”, etc) 

 

The counselor walks back on, seeing the camper grouped around the soup. Spotting the 

counselor, the campers flee.   

 

The counselor reaches into the pot and brings out a pair of dirty socks and remarks how clean 

they are after soaking. 

 

Do you have it? (5-10 campers can participate in this) 

Description 

The object is to have a very dramatic person who keeps on saying "Do you have it? Do you have 

it?" while walking back in forth in front of the group.  

 

People keep on bringing things out and hold up to him/her. After the main person sees the 

item, they shake their head or say “No!” or look frustrated. The kids holding the items can 

shrug their shoulders or just say “Oh well.” Each kid can have a different reaction. 

 

Once everyone has gone except the last person the last person comes out running with toilet 

paper!  

 

Then he/she shouts out "That’s it you got it! Thank goodness" They run off and pretend to go 

the bathroom! If it is outside run behind a tree. 

 



The Invisible Bench 

This skit requires 4 to 8 campers, depending on how long you want the skit to last. 

Camper #1: Walks onstage and squats down as if he is sitting on a bench that is invisible. 

Camper #2: Walks up to #1. 

Camper #2: “Whatcha doin’?” 

Camper #1: “Just sitting on this invisible bench.” 

Camper #2: “Can I join you? “ 

Camper #1: “Sure.” 

Camper #2: Sits down next to #1. 

Camper #3: Repeats the dialog. 

Each camper comes on and repeats, making a long line of campers sitting on the bench. 

Last camper walks up to line of campers. 

Last Camper: “What are you guys doing?” 

All Campers: “Just sitting here on this invisible bench.” 

Last Camper: “No you aren’t. I moved the bench over there.” (Points) 

All the sitting campers fall down. 

Group 2 

Bach 

Two of the people are standing pretending to play the violin. 

 

Larry: "Hi, I'm Larry and this is my cousin BUBBA we're from Arkansas"  

 

Bubba: "Howdy do dah day!"  

 



Larry: "Whatcha playin'?"  

 

Violinist: "We are playing Mozart"  

 

Bubba: "Neva' heard o' him"  

 

Violinist: "Here is another piece"  

 

Larry "What's that?"  

 

Violinist: "That is Beethoven"  

 

Bubba: "Neva' heard o' him neither"  

 

Violinist: "Here's another"  

 

Larry: "What's that?"  

 

Violinist: "That's Bach"  

 

Bubba: "We've heard of bak, we hear that one all the time on the farm!"  

 

Then Larry and Buba start running around screaming "bak! bak!" like chickens 

Bubblegum Skit 

1st camper walks out to the chair, takes his gum out of his mouth, places it on the back of the 
chair, and then walks off. 
 
2nd camper walks out to the chair, leans his hand on the back, finds the gum on his hand, and 
totally disgusted wipes it on the seat of the chair and walks off. 
 
3rd camper walks up to the chair and sits down. He realizes with great disgust that the gum is 
stuck to his bum. Disgusted, he peels it off, throws it to the ground, and walks off.  
 
4th camper walks out to the chair, then realizes he's got gum stuck to his shoe. With great 
disgust he peels it off, sticks it to the back of the chair, and walks off. 
 
1st camper comes back, walks up to the chair, peels it off, sticks it in his mouth and walks on. 
 
 
 
 



Pebbles 

A counselor (played by a kid) is standing alone on stage looking at his/her watch, when finally a 
camper comes along. 
 
The counselor asks where he/she has been, and the camper replies, "Throwing pebbles in the 
lake." 
 
This occurs a few more times as more campers come along and say that they, too, were 
"Throwing pebbles in the lake."  
 
A soaking wet camper eventually comes by in completely drenched clothes. The counselor asks, 
"Who are you?" 
 
"I'm Pebbles" 
 
 

What kinds of tracks are these? 
 
First boy, standing center stage, looking at ground.  
 
Second camper comes in, asks: "What are you doing?"  
 
First camper: "I'm trying to figure out what kind of tracks these are."  
 
Second camper: "They look like wolf tracks to me.  
 
Third camper joins group: "What are you doing?"  
 
First camper: "I'm trying to figure out what kind of tracks these are."  
 
Second camper: "They look like wolf tracks to me."  
 
Third camper: "They look like bear tracks to me."  
 
Fourth camper joins group:"What are you doing?"  
 
First camper: "I'm trying to figure out what kind of tracks these are."  
 
Second camper: "They look like wolf tracks to me."  
 
Third camper: "They look like bear tracks to me."  
 
Fourth camper: "You guys, those are TRAIN TRACKS."  



 
Just then, the rest of the campers come in as a train, tooting and chugging. 
 

Group 3 

The Dentist 

 
Parts: (3) DENTIST PATIENT (USE MR. OR MRS. FOR PATIENT AS APPROPRIATE.) 

PROPS: TEETH, BOTTLE OF GLUE  

Patient walks in & signs into office. 

RECEPTIONIST:Welcome to Dr. Steven’s office. He/she will be with you in a just a moment. 

Patient sits down in waiting room (you can have more people sitting/reading a magazine to 
include more kids) 

Doctor walks out in a rush. 

GOOD MORNING, DOCTOR.  

(VERY BUSY) OH, GOOD MORNING, MR. SMITH.  

BUT I'M NOT . . .  

HAVE A SEAT, HAVE A SEAT.... NOW LET'S SEE... (LOOKS AT PATIENT'S FOLDER, THEN IN 
PATIENT'S MOUTH.) WE'LL PULL ALL OF THESE.  

BUT DOCTOR . . .  

AH, YES. WE'LL START HERE. (BEGINS PULLING TEETH AND PATIENT KICKS AND TURNS AND 
SPUTTERS.)  

BUT, BUT, BUT . . .  

QUITE A BEAUTIFUL JOB, IF I DO SAY SO MYSELF.  

BUT I DIDN'T COME HERE TO GET MY TEETH PULLED!  

YOU DIDN'T? AREN'T YOU MR. SMITH?  

NO, I'M MR. JONES.  



UH, OH.  

WELL, WHAT ARE YOU GONNA DO NOW, DOCTOR?  

WELL, AH, HERE ARE YOUR TEETH BACK. (HANDS BACK TEETH.) SEE IF THIS WILL HELP. (HANDS 
PATIENT A BOTTLE OF GLUE.)  

(PATIENT CHASES DENTIST OFF STAGE)  

 
Rock Paper Scissors 

Two campers stand in front of the group and start playing rock, paper, scissors both choosing 
rock each time.  
 
A third camper runs on stage and says, "You need to come up with a skit, fast," and then runs 
off.  
 
One camper says to the other, "You do it!" The other camper remarks, "No you do it!" (Both 
start to look annoyed). The first camper then says, "Okay, I know how we can settle this."  
 
The two start to play again (choosing rock every time.) 
 
The third camper then returns to the stage: "Have you figured out a skit yet?" The first two 
campers look at each other then at the third.  
 
Third camper: "Find one, now!" (walks off)  
 
The two remaining campers again begin to argue before coming to the conclusion once again to 
settle it with a game of rock, paper, scissors (again choosing rock each time).  
 
The third camper once again returns to find them playing.  
 
Third camper: "Still nothing?"  
 
The two look at him and shake their heads no.  
 
The third camper finally says, "Fine, I know how we can settle this," all three start playing the 
game.  
 

Superhero Skit 

Place four to seven counselors in a line facing the audience. Have each choose a superhero 
(Incredible Hulk, Spiderman, Wonder Woman, Batman, Superman, The Flash, etc.).  



 
They all need to have one arm raised that will act as the lever, which when pulled the counselor 
does the action of the superhero picked (Hulk smash, flies around, runs really fast). The last 
person to have their arm pulled is always Aquaman. Aquaman will need to get a mouthfull of 
water before the skit starts. 
 
The tour guide will take another counselor or camper through the line, with Aquaman being 
last. The tour guide will announce that this is the Superhero Museum. They will introduce who 
the superhero is and ask the tourist to pull the lever. When the tourist pulls down Aquaman's 
arm, Aquaman spits the water at the tourist. Depending on who is the tourist judge whether 
you can spit the water in their face or just on their shirt. 
 

Not Enough Parachutes Skit 

This fun skit requires four campers to play the following parts: Pilot, President, Camper, 
Smartest Man in the World 

Preparation: Line up 4 chairs in a column sideways to the audience. These chairs serve as seats 
on the plane. The campers should sit in the following order: the camper at the back, then the 
smart man, and the President. The Pilot stands by the plane. 

Pilot: (to arriving passengers) “Good afternoon. Please tell me who you are, so I can check our 
passenger list.” 

President (quite importantly): “I am the President of the United States.” 

Pilot: “Welcome aboard, Mr. President. Please take a seat.” 

The Pilot repeats this for each passenger and they respond as follows: 

Smart Man (very importantly): “I am the Smartest Man in the World. I’ve just been awarded 
this wonderful ‘Smart Guy’ award and I am heading to my office to think about important 
things.” 

Camper: “I am a Camper on my way to summer camp.” (Or make up something specific for your 
group.) 

Pilot (after each passenger makes their response): “Welcome aboard. Please take a seat.” 

Pilot (taking his seat): “This is your pilot. We are cleared for take-off. Please buckle your 
seatbelts and enjoy the ride.” 



The plane takes off and everyone looks out the windows for a few seconds. 

Pilot looks nervously at controls, taps instruments, and then addresses passengers: “I’m sorry 
to report that we have a major malfunction. The plane is losing altitude and we will crash in just 
a few minutes. We will need to parachute to safety. Please follow me.” 

The Pilot gets up and walks to the rear of plane with the President, Smartest Man, and camper 
falling in line behind him. 

The Pilot counts parachutes and addresses passengers: “I have more bad news. We only have 3 
parachutes.” 

President (pushing past pilot and grabbing a parachute): “I am the President! My country needs 
me!” He jumps out. 

Smart Man (pushing past pilot and grabbing a parachute) “I am the world’s Smartest Man! I 
must live so I can do important things!” He jumps out. 

Pilot (to camper): “Well, there’s only one chute left. You take it. I guess the pilot will go down 
with his ship.” 

Camper: “Actually, there are 2 chutes left.” 

Pilot: “Really? How is that possible?” 

Camper: “Well, the Smartest Man in the World just jumped out with my knapsack!” 
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